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NEW QUESTION: 2
Siehe Ausstellung.
Ein Techniker hat die Aufgabe, die
Netzwerkkonfigurationsparameter auf einer Client-Workstation zu
Ã¼berprÃ¼fen, um dem Teamleiter Bericht zu erstatten. Ziehen
Sie die Knotenkennungen von links auf die Netzwerkparameter
rechts.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a customer determines that high availability (HA) is
required for their vRealize Operations (vROps) cluster, which
factor will need to be considered? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Remote collectors will NOT be supported once HA is selected
B. Determine how many replica nodes will be needed based on the
number of total nodes in the vROps cluster
C. Ensure that enough vROps cluster nodes have been deployed,
as turning HA on will essentially reduce the cluster capacity
in half
D. Ensure that HA is enabled in the Default policy
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2150421 (see notes)

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which data is properly formatted with JSON?
A)
B)
C)
D)
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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